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	CSIE 2011 is an international scientific Congress for distinguished scholars engaged in scientific, engineering and technological research, dedicated to build a platform for exploring and discussing the future of Computer Science and Information Engineering with existing and potential application scenarios. The congress has been held twice, in Los Angeles, USA for the first and in Changchun, China for the second time, each of which attracted a large number of researchers from all over the world. The congress turns out to develop a spirit of cooperation that leads to new friendship for addressing a wide variety of ongoing problems in this vibrant area of technology and fostering more collaboration over the world.


	The congress, CSIE 2011, received 2483 full paper and abstract submissions from 27 countries and regions over the world. Through a rigorous peer review process, all submissions were refereed based on their quality of content, level of innovation, significance, originality and legibility. 688 papers have been accepted for the international congress proceedings ultimately.
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Sensory Linguistics: Language, perception and metaphor (Converging Evidence in Language and Communication Research)John Benjamins Publishing, 2019

	One of the most fundamental capacities of language is the ability to express what speakers see, hear, feel, taste, and smell. Sensory Linguistics is the interdisciplinary study of how language relates to the senses. This book deals with such foundational questions as: Which semiotic strategies do speakers use to express sensory...
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MCDST Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-271): Supporting Users and Troubleshooting a Microsoft  Windows  XP Operating System (Pro - Certification)Microsoft Press, 2004
Announcing an all-new MCDST TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on EXAM 70-271, one of two required exams for the new Microsoft Desktop Support Technician Certification. This kit packs the tools and features exam candidates want most—including in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous,...
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The Myths of InnovationO'Reilly, 2007
How do you know whether a hot technology will succeed or fail? Or where the next big idea will come from? The best answers come not from the popular myths we tell about innovation, but instead from time-tested truths that explain how we've made it this far. This book shows the way. 
 
 In The Myths of Innovation, bestselling...
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Radiological Protection (Landolt-Börnstein: Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in Science and Technology - New Series)Springer, 2005

	The volume Radiological Protection is not only a compilation of numerical data and functional relationships for practical purposes. Rather a comprehensive accompanying text is intended to impart to the scientific or professional user of Radiological Protection both data, the concepts and scientific bases of...
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Algorithms for Approximation: Proceedings of the 5th International Conference, Chester, July 2005Springer, 2006

	Approximation methods are of vital importance in many challenging applications
	from computational science and engineering. This book collects papers
	from world experts in a broad variety of relevant applications of approximation
	theory, including pattern recognition and machine learning, multiscale modelling
	of fluid flow, metrology,...
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C# Web Development for ASP.NET (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2003
C# was developed from the ground up to serve as the main language for  Microsoft's new .NET framework--and to compete with Java. C# Web Development for ASP.NET: Visual QuickStart Guide  is aimed at beginning developers who may have experience with scripting  languages but are not necessarily experienced with...
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